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Since 1997 NASA has been successfully launching a series of satellites - the Earth 
Observing System (EOS) - to intensively study, and gain a better understanding of, the 
Earth as an integrated system. Space-borne remote sensing observations, however, are 
often plagued by contamination of surface signatures. Thus, ground-based in-situ and 
remote-sensing measurements, where signals come directly from atmospheric 
constituents, the sun, and/or the Earth-atmosphere interactions, provide additional 
information content for comparisons that confirm quantitatively the usefulness of the 
integrated surface, aircraft, and satellite datasets. Through numerous participations, 
particularly but not limited to the EOS remote-sensing/retrieval and validation projects 
over the years, NASA/GSFC has developed and continuously refined ground-based 
networks and mobile observatories that proved to be vital in providing high temporal 
measurements, which complement and enrich the satellite observations. These are: the 
AERO NET (AErosol RObotic NETwork, ~~~~~~~~~:.!...) a federation of 
ground-based globally distributed network of spectral sun-sky photometers; the 
MPLNET (Micro-Pulse Lidar NETwork, a similarly 
organized network of micro-pulse lidar systems measuring aerosol and cloud vertical 
structure continuously; and the SMART -COMMIT (Surface-sensing Measurements for 
Atmospheric Radiative Transfer - Chemical, Optical & Microphysical Measurements of 
In-situ Troposphere, mobile observatories, a suite of 
spectral radiometers and in-situ probes acquiring supersite measurements. 
are collocated with those of and both networks 
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high temporal and spectral resolutions. In this talk, we will present NASAlGSFC ground-
based facilities (Figure 1 for an overview), serving as network or supersite observations, 
which have been playing key roles in major international research projects over diverse 
aerosol regimes to complement and enrich the EOS scientific research. 
